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For reactor dynamic simulation to be of use during the design stage

of large LMFBRs, dynamic computing models are desirable which realisti-

cally include eac!i of the plant components but allow for considerable

flexibility in detail of modeling. Components are interdependent; thus

another required feature is a system code capable of modeling the entire

reactor system, allowing for ease of linkage between individual components.

Two necessary features of such a code are that it be inexpensive and that

it be easily verified; in addition be user oriented in the sense that

little effort is required to learn how to use the code if it is to be of

use to those primarily concerned with plant design.

The Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 2 (EBR-II) has been modeled

using a recently developed special purpose block oriented simulation

language, the Dynamic Simulator for Nuclear Power Plants (DSNP). The

purpose of the work was to develop and verify the code and use it to

4 5support the Operational Reliability Test Program at EBR-II. ' Designed

to be set up directly from block diagrams of the reactor system, DSNP

allows easy interchange of modules which simulate individual components
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of the plant with differing levels of complexity. A desirable result,

which is part of tne economic aspect of DSNP, is that portions of the

system which require intense study may be modeled in fine detail, whereas

the remainder of the system may be modeled with as little detail as

desired. These features make the DSNP code a highly flexible, user

oriented, and versatile tool for analyzing thermal-hydraulic systems,

including reactors.

Each aspect of a block part of a system is treated separately. For

example, in the heat exchanger the hydraulic aspect is treated in a

separate module from the thermal aspect. Therefore, the thermal transient

of a dynamic reactor condition may be run using the calculated flow

transient or from an input flow transient. Alternately, if the condition

is based on constant flow, a constant flow rate may be input and all of

the hydraulic modules omitted.

As is the case with newly developed codes of this type, considerable

verification is required to instill confidence in its use. The LMFBR

capability of the PSNP has been checked against experimental data from

EBR-II. Several primary system models, of various complexities ranging

from a lumped to a multipin core heat transfer model, have been developed

and checked against experimental data. The experimental data were from

scram, control rod drop, flow coastdown, and reactivity insertion tests.

For example, transient power tests were conducted with EBR-II in March

1981. The reactor power was increased from 24 to 62.5 MWt in about 54 s,

with a hold at 62.5 MWt for 12 m, followed by a reduction in power to
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24 MWt in about 70 s. The transient has been simulated using the DSNP

language and the results are compared with the measured data for various

locations within the primary heat transport system. Preliminary verifi-

cation results are shown in the figure. It is seen that the initial

pulse using a lumped model was higher than the experimental data. A very

simple addition of a module describing control rod expansion feedback

reactivity significantly improved the calculation.

For those cases for which experiment is unavailable, DSNP is

compared with other simulation programs. One such program simulating

core neutronics and thermal-hydraulics is EBR-II Reactor Operations
r- 7ft

Simulation Code (EROS). This code has been well verified ' and has

been used for a number of years as the EBR-II simulation code.

In addition to the model of EBR-II, models of varying complexity

have been developed to describe the response of large LMFBRs to reactor

upsets. Included are models for feedback mechanisms such as control rod

drive extension due to heating in the upper reflector and upper plenum,

and grid plate heating from coolant returning from a failed IHX. Work

has also been done to model the balance of plant including the steam

generators, turbine, and condenser and to verify the code performance

with EBR-II operational plant data.

The thrust of this effort is to provide a whole plant dynamic code

to support the EBR-II experimental program as well as to provide a

verified design and analysis tool for evaluation of larger LMFBRs.
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In conclusion, a new approach to dynamic simulation of LMFBR

response to upsets has been developed. The approach takes advantage of

advanced techniques of linking dynamic models of components of LHFBRs,

allowing considerable flexibility in the type and detail of component

description. By permitting the designer or analyst to tailor the code to

address the specific issue at hand, and to do it easily, dynamic repre-

sentation of a plant design can be more closely integrated into the early

design process. The code has been verified by modeling of EBR-II dynamics

and will be used to support the EBR-II programs.
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Measured Data

DSNP Calculation without
control-rod expansion
feedback reactivity.

nSMP Calculation with
control-rod exnansion
feedback reactivity
added to model

20.0 40.0 100.0 120.060.0 80.0

TIME, s
NEUTRON POWER, TRANSIENT TEST (EBR-II) FOR RUN 112, FROM 23.9 TO 62.5 MWT

140.0


